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Sweden: Cash Maternity Benefits for
Fathers*
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On May 16, 1973, the Swedish Parliament
approved amendments
to the National
Health Insurance plan that add a new aspect to cash maternity
benefits. Under
the Swedish Health
Insurance Reform of 1973, maternity
insurance
will be converted to parents’ insurance as of January 1, 19’74. For the first time, fathers will be
eligible for a cash benefit when they are at home
to care for a newborn child.
Like ISweden, most countries with social insurance systems provide cash maternity
benefits to
working women for a specified period of time before and after the birth of a child. For several
decades women have been granted maternity
leave from their jobs for health protection purposes around the time of childbirth.
The medical
services (including
hospitalization)
for this leave
generally
have been provided
under national
health insurance programs.
More recently-in
the past 10-E years in most countries-a
cash
payment has accompanied the medical services as
a form of family
income replacement
for the
mother’s lost wages.
Sweden now has gone a step beyond this traditional approach by making the working father
also eligible for the cash benefit. The reasoning is
that in cases where both parents work there are
two sources of income entitled to separate protection from loss due to maternity
leave. When the
woman stops working, one of these sources is
temporarily
reduced and partially
replaced by
the cash maternity
benefit. The father, however,
has to forfeit pay to remain at home to care for
the child.
If there are no birth-related
complications,
the
mother may not need to stay home during the
entire period of maternity
leave (2 months before and 4 months after birth).
She may even
have compelling
reasons to return to work, or individual circumstances
may make it preferable
for the father to stay home some of the time. Before the 1973 legislation,
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efit stopped when the mother returned to work.
Under the new provisions, either working parent
may stay home and collect the cash benefit. The
cash benefit for the parent is a substantially
higher rate than the amounts payable under the
previous program.
The 1973 legislation
and earlier laws dealing
with women in the labor force reflect, in part,
the impact of better vocational training and education for women, the decline in the number of
children at home to care for, and the availability
of modern time-saving
home appliances.
They
also indicate
the influence of demands from
working mothers for equal rights on the job and
in the home.

CASH MATERNITY

BENEFITS

IN SWEDEN

Sweden pays two kinds of cash maternity
benefits to mothers: a lump-sum
and an earningsrelated amount. The lump-sum benefit is a universal payment to all mothers, regardless of marital,
employment,
or insurance coverage status. Its
financing comes primarily
through general revenue. The lump-sum amount, 1,080 kronor,l equals
about two-thirds of the average monthly wage of
women in manufacturing.
The second benefit is earnings-related.
To be
eligible t,he mother must have been employed 9
months before the birth and must have earned
2,600 kronor per year-an
amount substantially
lower than the annual earnings of women in
manufacturing.
In effect, this relatively
low
earnings
requirement
makes virtually
every
woman in full-time
employment
eligible for additional benefits.
Those persons meeting the requirements
were
previously
paid at a daily rate of 146 kronor,
depending
on their earnings.
The maximum
amount of earnings for benefit purposes was
39,000 kronor-about
t&ice the average earnings
of women in manufacturing.
As an example of
how this worked, a woman whose wages were at
the national average received the universal lump
sum of 1,080 kronor and an earnings-related
benefit of about 660 kronor ,a month (paid at a daily
rate of 22 kronor). On the average, the combined
1 One Swedish
June 30, 1973.

krona

is equal to 22.1 U.S. cents, as of
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benefits were aimed at replacing
of net earnings.

about 80 percent

NEW PARENT BENEFIT

Enactment
of the new parent benefit is the
most recent action in Sweden to encourage
women to work and to protect them once they
have entered the labor force. Sweden, like many
of the other European countries, has a severe
labor shortage and is depending upon working
mothers to help to alleviate this shortage. The
campaign’s success can be seen in the rise of the
percentage of married women in the labor force,
from 38 percent in 1961 to 53 percent in 1971.
Other significant measures undertaken in this respect include development
of day care facilities
and legislation
prohibiting
employers from firing
women during maternity leave.
Further encouragement
for women to participate in the labor force has come from the earnings-related
pension set up in 1962. Before that
time Sweden gave a universal old-age pension to
all residents at age 67. Because this pension was
not very high, an earnings-related
pension was
introduced
for workers. Women have found it
advantageous to qualify in their own right for
this pension. Many have returned to work or
started to work for the first time for this purpose.
The 1973 provision
making
the cash benefit
available to the father or the mother was designed to have a number of advantages for the
family, not just for the mother. First of all, cash
benefits can be paid for the 180-day leave period,
provided one of the working parents stays home.
Previously
the wage-related benefit was payable
only to mothers for each day of absence from the
job in connection
&ith childbirth.
When the
mother returned to substantial
employment,
the
benefit stopped. Now the mother can return to
work at any time and the father will receive the
benefits payable for the remainder
of the 180
days, if he stays home to care for the baby. The
parents also have the option of alternating
their
use of the leave time during the period of coverage. The Swedish planners say that this arrangement makes it economically
possible for the father to stay at home to take care of the child,
because the level of all or most of the family income will be maintained by his benefits.
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BENEFIT FORMULA

The formula for the parent benefit provides
for a substantial
increase over the previous maternity benefit. As explained above, the old formula aimed at a general average replacement of
about 80 percent of the net earnings. At the lowest level of the graduated scale, the benefit represented almost 100 percent of net earnings. At the
highest level it represented about a 50-percent replacement. The new benefit mill be a straight 90
percent of the daily gross income of the parent
who remains at home, up to a ceiling of 54,750
kronor per year in 19’74 ‘(adjusted to the cost of
living based on the monthly consumers index of
retail prices). The minimum
daily benefit is
raised from 7 kronor to 25 kronor and the maximum goes from 52 kronor to 135 kronor per day.
In those instances where the higher wage
earner of the family (generally the father) remains at home, some financial loss may be incurred. Since the benefit amount is 90 percent of
the income of the parent who stays home, the
family’s
combined income would be subject to
less reduction
if the lower paid wage earner
takes parent leave. However, it was the intent of
the law too offer an option that allows the family to make use of the full maternity
leave time.
While there is some immediate
monetary loss if
the higher-paid
member of the family remains at
home, the new program has introduced
a longrange financial
advantage.
The old maternity
cash benefit did not count toward building up retirement credits under the earnings-related
oldage pension. The period of maternity
leave was,
in other words, lost. Now the parent benefit will
be used toward building retirement
credits. Most
of the cost of this will be covered through increased contributions
by the employer. The rise
in contributions,
from 3.2 to 3.8 percent of
wages, will also cover the increased costs for the
sickness allowance and dental care insurance programs provided in the 1973 amendments.
Under the 1973 legislat,ion, cash sickness benefits are payable for 10 days per year to either
parent who stays home with a sick child under
age 10. Previously, no cash payment was made to
either parent for this leave. The intent here, too,
is to make it economically
feasible for the father
to remain at home for a short time, while the
mother continues on the job. Cash allowances
will also be made available to fathers who stay
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BENEFITS ELSEWHERE

The twofold purpose of the maternity
benefits
provisions specified in the social security legislation of Sweden and more than half of the other
nations with this type of program is to : (a) provide health protection
for the mother through
medical services (hospitalization)
and (b) replace lost earnings through cash payments. Although health protection has generally been hhe
first of these two programs to be implemented,
many nations in addition to Sweden have combined coverage for yedical services and cash maternity payments under the same health insurance program.2
Cash maternity
payments
are
usually based on contributions,
but, in a few instances, cash payments to uninsured mothers are
funded by general revenue.
The payment of regular cash maternity
benefits to working mothers is made under some type
of national
program in 88 countries. Many of
these programs are relatively
recent, but almost
all the developed nations now have such a national
program.
(Australia
does not have a
monthly
benefit
program,
but a lump-sum
amount is paid to all mothers.) The amount and
duration of basic cash benefits for maternity varies from country to country. In most of these nations, the benefits replace from 60 to 100 percent
of earnings, as the accompanying table shows.
The rate is generally computed in one of two
ways: (1) a straight percentage of wages without a benefit limit
(Austria, Belgium,
Canada,
West Germany, Italy, Japan, and Netherlands)
;
or (2) graduated payments according to income
up to a maximum
percentage of wages (Finland,
France, Israel, New Zealand, and Sweden). The
actual percentage paid in the latter category is
usually well below the maximum
because of additional
eligibility
requirements.
In France, for
example, there must be three children already in
the family for the mother to receive 90 percent
of her wages.
There are other approaches to calculating
cash
maternity
payments.
Norway and Switzerland
award benefits on a graduated scale based on in2 These countries include Austria, Denmark, Finland,
France, West Germany, Norway, and the United Kingdom.
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Australia -*-----_-Austria ____________
Belgium _________._
Canada ______.____
Domlla& ___--_____
Federal Republfc
of oermany...~~
Finland. __________
France. _ __________
Israel- _____. _- __ Italy. ______-_-_.__
JSPk3Il.. _- - - - -_ -_ _ _
Netherlands _______
NewZealand......
Norway. ___ __ __. __
Sweden. .__________
Switzerland. ___.__
United Rlngdom. _

No _____._ __
Yes .-----___
Yes- _---____
Yes.. --_____
Yes _______._

Yes
Yes
Noqg;

Yes.
Yes.
Yes.
pe!s:

Yes __----___
NO- _- - - - __No- __ __ __. _
yN’,“~~::~.~-

_---_--_
________
________
_ ---_--_---___Yes.. _ __ _. __
Yes. _ _______
;z”,: _ :- - ____
_ -e-e*Yes ___--_-_~e;:-:I-.- __-_

a__._____ __
_._______
___ ______
____-.___
-e-----e-

Ye&:-.:-::
No __________
No -,-------No. _________
Yes..--.&
---____
_--____

1 Based on data from Social Securtty Program
Throughout
the World, 1971
(Research Report No 40), 1972, and Smal Security Programs Throughout
1.973 (Research Report No 45, In press), Office of Research and
statistics
( Monthly cash payment as percent of average wages
1 Lmn sum grant only, payable to all mothers.
4 Paya le u to a maximum amount
1 Oraduate
%
amount, according to income, up to maximum.
1 FIxed amount with supplement for dependents.
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come up to a maximum benefit limit. The United
Kingdom
pays a fixed cash maternity
benefit to
all mothers
and provides
additional
fixed
amounts for dependents.
Sixteen countries,
in addition
to providing
both medical services and monthly cash benefits,
pay a lump sum directly to the mother. These
supplemental
cash grants are generally a nominal amount. To date, Sweden alone pays benefits
to the father.
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